FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT M.A.L.T.
PLEASE SHARE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH YOUR PACKS.
QUESTION: What should I bring to MALT?
ANSWER: You will only be spending one night so pack light. The main things you want to bring are these: Tent,
ground cloth, sleeping bag (and mat), personal toiletries, change of clothes, & a cold supper for everyone attending.
Optional Items include these: Pillow, extra blanket(s) (it has been known to get cold at night), flashlight or lantern,
camera and a water bottle. It helps to use a backpack and/or duffle bag to carry items into camp.
Suggestion: It has been known to get quite “cool” at night. The smaller the tent, the warmer youʼll be. For example, 2
persons in a tent that sleeps 2 will be warmer than 2 persons in a tent that sleeps 8.
QUESTION: Why arenʼt we allowed to bring camp-stoves or have individual fires?
ANSWER: MALT is a HUGELY attended event, and this rule is to insure everyones safety. Should weather permit,
there will be campfires in Designated Areas (only).
QUESTION: There are 2 nights available to camp. Can we spend both nights, or do we have to choose one over the
other?
ANSWER: Yes, you may camp both nights, but you will need to Register and Pay for Both Sessions. In addition,
you will need to bring your own lunch and cold supper for both nights.
QUESTION: What if I forget to register. Can I still come out to MALT, and, can I still camp overnight?
ANSWER: Yes to both. Cost for Walk-Ins is $15.00 per person, and you should bring ALL your own food. While
many times we do have enough, food is ordered according to preregistration numbers and CANNOT be guaranteed
for those who chose not to register. Thank you for your understanding and for your cooperation.
QUESTION: My son pre-ordered a T-shirt. Where do I pick that up?
ANSWER: The Pack Contact Person will be picking up the T-Shirts.
QUESTION: What if I or someone in my group gets hurt while at MALT?
ANSWER: There is a Health Officer on duty at the Camp Health Lodge. Also, since this is an overnight camp, the
Cub Master (or person in charge) should bring along a copy of the (short) Health Form, for everyone attending.
QUESTION: Will we be able to camp where ever we want?
ANSWER: NO. Campsites are assigned by District. You will learn which campsite you are in during check in.

Youʼre District depends on which County you live in.
MESQUAKIE DISTRICT - Jackson and Clinton Counties, Iowa
KITTAN DISTRICT - Scott County, Iowa
HOOVER DISTRICT - Muscatine County, Iowa
SAUKENUK DISTRICT - Rock Island, Henry and Mercer Counties, Illinois
INALI - Henry Bureau, Stark and Knox Counties, Illinois, Warren and McDonough Counties, Illinois

PLEASE NOTE: Pets are NOT ALLOWED, and Loud Thunder is a NON ALCOHOL, NON TOBACCO
Camp. These items are to be left at home. Failure to follow these rules could and may result in your
being asked to leave. PLEASE, put your Childs/Childrenʼs fun before your own. Thank-you

